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Calculations of excitation t r a ~ e r rates among the chr,mmphores of C-phycocyanin using the F6rster
inductive resonance transfer mechanism have been carried out using the new coordinates for the pesition
and ovlentation of the dn-omophores (Schirmer, T., Bode, W. and Hubor, R. (1967) J. Mol. Biol. 196,
677-69b'). Several of the rate constants are significantly altered from the results of oor calculations using
the previously published emmlinates (Sauer, K., Scheer, H. and Sauer, P. (1987) Photochem. Photoblol. 46,
427-4d0). Ill partiolllar, for the (a/~)3-trimers of M a s t i g o c l m t m / a m / I o s m or for the (al0)3-trimels or the
(~8)¢hexamers of A g m n ~ , l l m n ~ a d r ~ i c a t m ~
the new calculations predict excited state relaxation
components with exponential time constants shorter than 1 ps. In fact, some of the
interactions are so strong that exeiton coupling is probably the relevant mechanism of interaction. The
largest exciton energy is calculated to be about 56 a n - I , for the imeracfion betweea the adjacent a84 and
~84 ehromophores of neighboring monomer units within the (a~)3.triaters or (aB)¢hexamers. An energy
transfer model invoking a combination of pairwlse exciton formation followed by slower Fc~rster transfer
steps is described.
lmmduetion
Excitation transfer in photosynthetic pigment
antennas is responsible for the efficient collection
of incident photons to provide the reaction centers
with excitation energy. Typically, each reaction
center is associated with an array of one hundred
to several hundred antenna pigment molecules

Abbreviation: PC. C-phycocyanin.
Correspondence: K. Sauer. Laboratory of Chemical Biodynamics, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley,CA 94720, U.S.A.

that transfer excitation to it with an efficiency of
95~ or greater and in a time that is much shorter
than the lifetime (a few nanoseconds) of the excited state in the absence of trapping [1]. A model,
known as the Pebble Mosaic Model, was developed to describe this excitation transfer process
[2]. It is based on the knowledge that most photosynthetic pigments (chromophores) occur in welldefined associations with proteins and that these
pigment proteins occur in organized arrays with
respect to the embedded reaction centers in photosynthetically active membranes [3]. In the Pebble
Mosaic Model excitation is considered to appear
in collective excited states (excitons) that encompass all of the chromophores that interact with
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one another by exciton coupling within individual
units of the pigment proteins. This exciton interaction is restricted, however, to chromophores that
are coupled by energies greater than a few tens of
c m - l . For longer-range transfer between pigment
protein units, excitation is considered to migrate
by a hopping process described by the inductive
resonance mechanism of F~rster [4]. This mechanism provides for effective collection of exaltation
energy by the reaction center from antenna molecules within a radius of about 10 nm for a single
transfer step, and allows energy collection by multiple transfer steps over distances to several tens of
nancmeters.
Evidence to support this description of the
photosynthetic antenna has come largely from
spectroscopic measurements. Exciton interactions
are typically associated with absorption band
splittings, conservative circular dichroism features
and very rapid appearance of the excitation among
all of the interacting chromophorc molecules.
Thermal relaxation among the associated exciton
states appears to be faster than the picosecond
limitation of most time-resolved absorption change
or fluorescence measurements. F~Srster transfer, on
the other hand, typically occurs at a rate that can
be resolved by modern spectroscopic instrumentation. Evidence to support its presence includes the
occurrence of an induction of emission from a
'fluorescer' molecule following the transfer of excitation from a 'sensitizer' molecule, in a picture
developed for phycobiliproteins by Teale and Dale
[5]. This induction may be observed directly in
cases where the sensitizer and fluorescer molecules
exhibit significantly shifted spectral properties, or
by time-resolved fluorescence depolarization when
the wavelength dependences cannot be distinguished from one another. Analogous experiments have been carded out involving time-resolved absorption changes of either ground or
excited state species [6,7]. For the situations where
F~Srster transfer is dominant, the magnitudes of
the exciton couplings that give rise to spectroscopic spfittings are too small to detect. Intermediate cases may be difficult to characterize,
however, because spectral band shifts and circular
dichroism features induced by different protein
environments among a set of chromophores can
mimic the consequences of exciten band splitting.

MacColl et al. [8] have discussed the relevance of
the exciton model to allophyeocyanin. Furthermore, the transition region between the stronger
coupling associated with exciton interaction and
the weaker FOrster inductive resonance has been
investigated, only theoretically by Kenkre and
Knox [9], but has not been explored in a clear
fashion experimentally.
Only recently have the structures of photosynthetic pigment protein complexes become known
in sufficient detail to explore these questions of
excitation transfer by direct calculations. Several
studies have applied exciton theory to calculate
the absorption and polarization spectra of a
bacterial antenna complex [10] and of isolated
reaction centers from Rhodopseudomonas viridis
[11] whose structures are known through X-ray
crystallographic determinations [12,13]. We have
reported the results of initial efforts to calculate
excitation transfer rates and excited state relaxation kinetics for C-phycocyanin, a cyanobacterial
antenna pigment protein that has been crystallized
and solved by Schirmer et al. [14,15]. Based on the
published preliminary structure parameters, we
concluded that the F~rster mechanism is sufficient
to account for excitation transfer among the chromophores within C-phycocyanin [16].
Subsequent refinements of the crystallographic
structure determination of C-phycocyanin have
led to a significantly improved definition of the
chromophore locations and orientations, particularly for those of one of the chromophores (fi84)
attached to the fi-subunit peptide [17]. The principal parameters that govern the rate of excitation
transfer (or the magnitude of exciton interaction)
are (1) the distance of interchromophore separation, (2) the relative orientations of the respective transition dipole moments and (3) the
strengths of the transition dipoles. The effective
dielectric properties of the intervening space also
play a role in modulating the interactions. The
electric pennittivity is usually assumed to be uniform between chromophores, hut this is certainly
not valid for groups that are very near one another;
furthermore, the effective values may range over a
factor of 1.5 in relative permittivity. The revised
structures for C-phycocyanin show relatively small
changes in the interchromophore separations
(center-to-center distance); however, the orienta-
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tion of the //84 chromophores is dresfically al..
tered. Because both the exciton and F/Srster theories involve dipole-dipole coupling, these alterations in chromophore orientation lead to pronounced changes in the calculated excitation
transfer properties.
We have repeated the Forster transfer calculations using the revised coordinates from Schirmer
et al. [17], and, in addition, have calculated pairwise exciton interactions among the chromophores. The results show large changes in several
of the FiSrster rate constants and that exciton
interactions can no longer be disregarded in
analyzing the excitation transfer characteristics of
C-phycocyanin, particularly for aggregates.
Methods
Rate constants for pairwise transfer between
chromophores were calculated using the FOrster
expression, as described previously [16]. The overlap integrals of donor fluorescence and acceptor
absorption were slightly revised from our previous
calculation, based on an improved spectral resolution. The same radiative fifetime (1.5 ns) and
hence different fluorescence yields consistent with
the natural lifetimes were assumed for three chromophore types. New coordinates for the location
and orientation of the chromophores of C-phycocyanin from Mastigocladus laminosus or from
Agmenellum quadruplicatum were kindly provided
in advance of publication by T. Schirmer and R.
Huber. The crystals of C-!~hycocyanin from A.
quadruplicatura contain (afl)6-hexamers, each of
which consists of two (a/t)3-tfimers in a face-toface arrangement. The chromophoric arrangement
in each of the two-component trimers is found to
be very similar to that in C-phycocyanin from M.
laminosus for most chromophore atoms. By contrast with our previous calculations, we have here
assumed a refractive index of 1.34. (The authors
would like to thank Prof. S.G. Boxer of Stanford
University for calling attention to his analysis of
the role and appropriate values to use for the
refractive index in the Forster equations. Readers
are referred to the informative Appendix of Moog
et al. [18]). Because of the dependence of the
FSrster rate constants on the inverse fourth power
of the refractive index, the result of this change is

to increase all values of the rate constants by a
factor of (1.34/1.54) - 4 = 1.74 relative to those
calculated previously.
Excited-state relaxation kinetics can be calculated for the different dissociation states of
phy¢ocyanin, assuming that the molecules retain
their crystallographic geometry. We carried ou~
such calculations using the .kinetic model described previously and applied to the fl-subunit,
the a~-monomer and the (afl)3-trimer for CphycocTanin from both organisms and to the
(afl)6-hexamer for the PC from A. quadruplicaturn. For the trimers and hexamers the initial steps
in the Euler method of ~alculating the relaxation
were set to one-tenth the time interval used previously, starting with intervals of 1 fs, because of the
much faster inifiai relaxation attributable to the
new , ~ o m o p h o r e coordinates for these aggregates. (Nevertheless, even with the larger steps, the
calculations gave exponential decay times that dii=
fer by less than 0.1~ from the more refined ones.)
Exponential decay constants were extracted from
the calculated time dependence of the excited-state
populations using a least-squares method of exponential analysis.
Estimates of the magnitude of exeiton couplings among neighboring chromophores used a
point dipole approximation for the transition moments. Transition dipole strengths were calculated
for the a84, fl84 and ~155 chromophores by
integrating over the visible (470-720 rim) absorption band in the deconvohited spectra. Transition
moment directions were estimated in the same
manner as described by Schirmer et al. [14,15];
i.e., by assuming equal contributions from each of
the chromophore atoms (carbon, nitrogen or
oxygen) involved in the conjugated or-electron system. All pairwise interactions were calculated using
the simple point-dipole expression [19]
V± = ± D ~ / c R 3

where D is the transition dipole strength (in debye'), ~ is the orientation factor, ~ is the relative
permittivity (dielectric constant) and R is the
center-to-center separation of the chromophores.
D/~ = (9.185-10-39/n) f e ( v ) / v de, in debye 2,
where the refractive index n = 1.34, and absorptivities, e, as a function of frequency, v, are de-
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termined from the spectroscopic deconvolution
described in Saner et al. [16]. V+, the exciton
interaction energy, is one-half the expected spectroscopic splitting between the two exciton energy
levels that result from the pairwise interactions.
Results

FOrster transfer calculations
Calculated values for the rate constants (in
ns -1) for excitation transfer between chromophores using the F~rster theory are presented in
Table I for PC from A. quadruplicatum and in
Table II fc,r PC from M. laminosus. In the case of
A. quadruplicatum the values calculated from the
superseded (old) geometry are included for comparison. (As mentioned above, these valt/es differ
from the ones in [16] by a factor of 1.74 owing to
a corrected value for the refractive index.) The
entries arc ordvred "~ rclatio~ t,~ the ag~egation
state of the phycocyanins: the values for transfer
between the two /~-subunit chromophores (~84
and ~155) are listed in the first line of data; for
the a~-monomer, these values plus those in the
next two lines are appropriate; for larger aggregates the new entries under each heading need to
be included together with those lying above them
in the table. Within each cluster, the values are
ordered roughly in order of decreasing importance. Among the several symmetry-related equivalent transfers in aggregates, only the ones conn~ting to monomer 1 are listed. The chromophores involved in each pairwise interaction are
designated in the columns headed E or F, following the notation of Schirmer et al. [15]. Rate
constants for 'forward transfer', from E to F, are
listed in the columns to the right; rate constants
for 'back transfer', from F to E, are listed in the
columns to the left of the center of each line. The
rates for forward transfer from a84 to /~84 are
greater than those for back transfer between the
same two chromophores; the differences between
the forward- and back-transfer rates are even more
pronounced for transfer from fl155 to either a84
or /]84, because of the less favorable spectral
overlap. For the higher aggregates (trimers or
hexarners) transfer between two chromophores of
the same class are, of course, symmetric with
respect to forward and back transfer.

Comparison of the results in Table I calculated
for A. quadruplicatum for the old or the new
coordinates shows some dramatic differences, particularly for the higher aggregates. For example, in
the (a/])3-trimer or the (a/~)6-hexamer, transfer
from the a84 chromophore of one monomer to the
adjacent/]84 chromophore of the next monomer
in the same trimer is increased over 20-fold in
comparison with the previous calculation and is
now by far the dominant transfer step in both of
these aggregated species. As w~ shall see, this has
a pronounced effect on the calculated excited state
relaxation kinetics. There is an even greater increase (nearly 400-fold) in the transfer rates between the a84 and /]84 chromophores within the
same monomer; however, this has a less profound
effect on the relaxation kinetics, because it is not
the dominant relaxation step in any of the complexes. Additional consequences of the new results
will be considered in the Di~ussion. Because of
the close similarities in the structures determined
for PC from A. quadruplicatum and M. iaminosus,
the generalizations concerning the comparison of
calculations between the former and the revised
coordinates apply to the PC from the latter
organism as well. The largest differences between
the PC molecules from the two organisms concern
transfer steps involving chromophore ~155. There
are small but distinct alterations in its geometry,
probably as a consequence of packing effects
(Huber, R., personal communication).
Using the new values for the F~rster transfer
rate constants, we have calculated excited-state
relaxation profiles for the various complexes. As
discussed in our previous analysis, owing to the
3-fold symmetry of the .protein, one expects the
decays to be sums of three exponential components for each c,~,,.,lex except for the separated a
or /~ subuaits where only 1 or 2 exponentials,
respectively, are expected. In each case one exponential decay component (the slowest) is determined solely by the intrinsic excited-state lifetime, which was input as 1.5 ns for our calculations. Values extractco from the calculated results
for the lifetimes are presented in Table lII. Although all of the decay components are modified
to some extent in comparison with the calculated
values published previously, the most dramatic
change is in the rapid initial relaxation component
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TABLE I

TABLE 1 (continued)

RATE CONSTANTS FOR FORSTER EXCITATION
TRANSFER IN C-PHYCOCYANIN FROM A. QUA-

k (ns - I )

Chromophores

DRUPI,ICATUM

F~E

E

Rate constants calculated using the Ft~rster inductive resonance transfer expression and spectroscopic overlap integrals,
as described previously [16], but using a refractive ~ndex value
n ffi1.34 [18]. Chromophore r~.o_rdinate~and ofient.ation factors
for PC are compared for the "old' [151 and revised 'new' [i71
values. Rate constants for forward (E --* F) transfer are shown
in ~ e columns at the fight and for reverse (F--* E) transfer in
the columns at the left. For increasing extent of aggregation,
values from the top of the table are to be included in a
cumulative manner. For the (a/])3-trimer and (a/])s-hexamcr,
only the transfer steps with one terminus in monomer 1 are
#steal; the others are related by symmetry. The nomenclature
of Schirmcr et at. [15] has been adopted: la84 ffichromophore
a84 on monomer 1.

Coordinates
Old

53.6
10.2
0.244
0.045
0.58
0.29

k (ns- ~)

Chromophores k (ns - ~)

0.033

F'-*E

E

0.85

F

Coordinates
Old

Coordinates
New

/]-Subunit
6.3
a~Monomer
0.028
0.84

E~F
New

7.6

1,8155¢-*1,884

34.4

10.6
0.52

la84 ~ 1,884
1/]155 *-~1a84

13.9
2.15

( a/])a-Trimer
44.8
1160
46.2
0.138
4.1
0.42
1.37
0.35
0.37
0.0131

3a84 ~1/]84 1527
la84 ~. 2/]84
8.8
2,884 *-, 1~84
8.8
3/]84 ~ 1,884
1.62
2a84 ~1.884
2.14
la84 ~ 3,884
0.58 2/]155 ~-bla84
2.4
1/]155 ~ 3a84
1.25
2a84 ~ la84
1.25
3a84 ~ la84
0.18 3/]155 ~ 1,884
0.82
1,8155 ,-~ 2/]84
0.131 2/]155 4-~1fl84
0.59
1/]155 4-*3,884
0.29 2~155 ~ 1~155
0.29
3/]]155 *-~1/3155
0.023 3/]155 ~ la84
0.092
1,8155 ~ 2a84

( a/])6-Hexamcr
185.4
391.0
174.8
186.3
5.0
16.7
1.24

30.9

Old
28.5

0.0009
0.134
0035
0.045

k (ns " l )
E--,F
Coordinates

New

10.9
0.45

F

New

Old

10.6
2.04

6/]84 ~, 1/]84
10.6
10.9
6/!155 ~, 1/]84
9.2
2.01
i~155 ~, 6~84
9.0
5~84 *--,1/]84
9.0
53.6
4.5
4/]84 ,-- 1/]84
4.5
i0.2
0.83
5/1155~ 1/]84
3.8
1.11
1/]155 ~ 5/184
0.99
4a84 *-*1/]84
1.31
0.059
la84 ,-, 4 f l ~
0.94
6a84 ~, 1a84
0.94
0.58
0.176
4/]155 ~ 1/]84
0.79
1.31
1B155 ~ 4/]84
0.54
5a84 ~- 1/]84
0.72
0.044
1a84 -~, 5,884
0.134
4,8155 ~ 1a84
0.55
3.5
1fl155 *-~4a84
0.127
5,8155,-* la84
0.52
0.0033
1,81.55 ~ 5a84
0.37
5a84 ~ la84
0.37
0.134
0.0112 5.8155*-' 1,8155 0.0112
0.035
0.0094 4,8155*-, 1.8155 0.0094
0.045

0.037
3.44
59.0
46.2
0.18
16.9
O.42
6.2
1.55
0.37
0.054

s e e n i n t h e c a l c u l a t e d r e s u l t s for t h e ( a f l ) 3 - t r i m e r
or (afl)6-hexamer. These expected lifetimes are
n o w less t h a n 1 ps, w h e r e a s t h e y w e r e g r e a t e r t h a n
10 p s p r e v i o u s l y . A w o r d o f c a u t i o n n e e d s t o b e
stated concerning putting too much emphasis on
these subpi~osecond calculated exponential component lifetimes, however. As we will show pres e n t l y , i t is l i k e l y t h a t t h e FiSrster m e c h a n i s m o f
e x c i t a t i o n t r a n s f e r b r e a k s d o w n for t h e s e c l o s e l y
coupled chromophores and that exciton coupling
has to be considered to play a role in excited state
d e l o c a l i z a t i o n . I f a n y t h i n g , h o w e v e r , t l d s is expected to speed up the initial relaxation from that
predicted by Fikster theory, which will give only
lower limits for the rate constants.

Exciton calculations
4a84 ~ la84
6,8155~ 1/]155
6,8155~, la84
1/]155 ~ 6a84
6a84 ,,-t,1/]84
1a84 4-~6/]84

391.0
186.3
68.8

185.-5
174.8
20.7

40.7

1.64

The results of the pairwise exciton calculations
a r e p r e s e n t e d i n T a b l e IV. T h e s e h a v e b e e n c a r ried out assuming that the energies of the transitions are identical for the three chromophore
classes; w h i c h is r e a s o n a b l e for t h e a 8 4 a n d f l 8 4
chromophores showing the strongest interactions.
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TABLE II
RATE CONSTANTS FOR F()RSTER EXCITATION
TRANSFER IN C-PHYCOCYANIN FROM MASTIGOCLADUS LAMINOSU$

Rate constants calculated using the Frrster inductive resonance transfer expression and spectroscopic overlap integrals,
as described previously [16], but using a refractive index value
n ~ 1.34 [18]. Cl~n'omophorecoordinates and orientation factors
for PC are taken from Schirmer et al. [17]. Organization as in
Table I.
k (ns -1)

Chromophores

k (ns -~)

F-*E

E

E-*F

'8-Subunit
9.1

1,8155 ~ 1,884

41.0

a'8-Monomer
11.1
0.99

la84 ~, 1,884
1,8155*-,la84

14.6
4.06

(a'8) 3-Trimer
1312.0
10.4
1.77
1.39
1.29
0.159
0.204
0.36
0.045

F

3a84 ~, 1,884
la84 ~, 2*884
2,884 ~ 1,884
3'884 ~ 1,884
2u84 ~ 1'884
la84 ~-, 3,884
2,8155 ",-,la84
1'8155,~ 3a84
2a84 ~ la84
3a84 ,-, la84
3,8155~ 1.884
1/]155 ,-, 2,884
2'8155 ~ 1'884
1'8155 ~ 3'884
2,8155 ,-*1'8155
3/]155 ~ 1,8155
3,8155~ 1a84
1'8155 ~ 2a84

1727.0
10.4
2.33

their relative dipole strengths. Because o f the C 3
s y m m e t r y axis, t h e three c h r o m o p h o r e pairs will
result in transitions t h a t exhibit axial s y m m e t r y ;
i.e., they will collectively b e degenerate in the
p l a n e p e r p e n d i c u l a r to t h e C 3 s y m m e t r y axis for
(afl)3-trimers or (afl)6-hexamers. Calculations
u s i n g t h e c h r o m o p h o r e c o o r d i n a t e s a n d transition
m o m e n t directions o f Schirmer et a!. ([17], T a b l e
9) indicate t h a t t h e l o n g wavelength exciton absorption oscillator s h o u l d lie within 10 ° o f this
plane, with o n l y a s m a l l c o m p o n e n t along the C 3
s y m m e t r y axis. T h e s h o r t w a v e l e n g t h exciton state
oscillator, w h i c h will b e perpendicular to t h e long
wavelength c o m p o n e n t , s h o u l d b e at a b o u t 45 ° to
t h e p l a n e a n d , thus, is expected to have a signific a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n a l o n g t h e s y m m e t r y axis.
T h e exciton picture p r e s e n t e d here is, o f course,
b a s e d o n a c r u d e m o d e l involving o n l y pairwise
interactions, so it offers o n l y a n indication t h a t
this p r o b l e m n e e d s to b e a d d r e s s e d m o r e rigorously. F o r aggregates c o n t a i n i n g n u m b e r s o f chrom o p h o r e s , a p r o p e r analysis n e e d s to calculate t h e

5.7
1.29
0.72
0.92
0.36

TABLE 111
EXCITED STATE EXPONENTIAL DECAY TIME CONSTANTS CALCULATED FOK FORSTER EXCITATION
TRANSFER IN C-PHYCOCYANIN
Calculated values listed are time constants in ps for the fast
(~-]) and intermediate (v2) components of a three-exponential
analysis, with k F input as 0.67 ns -j for the rate constant of
radiative and non-radiative decay corresponding to %.

0.183

I n t h e resolved P C spectra, the separation (160
c m - t ) of the absorption b a n d m a x i m a o f t h e s e
c h r o m o p h o r e s is small c o m p a r e d with the a b s o r p tion b a n d w i d t h s ( F W H M 850 c m - l ) . T h e m a x i m u m interaction energy of a b o u t 56 c m - t
( l a 8 4 / 2 f 1 8 4 ) in Table IV c a n n o t be ignored, a n d
t h e relative contribution of excitonic or s o m e intermediate f o r m o f coupling n e e d s to be considered seriously in addition to FSrster r e s o n a n c e
transfer for at least the trimers a n d h e x a m e r s o f
PC.
P u r s u i n g this pairwise exciton model, it is possible to calculate the transition m o m e n t directions
for the two resulting exeiton states a n d to estimate

~" (ps)

A. quadruplicatum

M. laminosus

24
1500

20
1500

a'8-Monomer
71
21
•r2
45
%
150O

18
41
1500

p-Subunit
•l
•3

( aft ) 3-Trimer

•1
~'2
73

0.37
22
1500

(a*8)6-Hexamer
~'1
0.36
72
7.5
~r3
1500

0.33
17
1500
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TABLE IV
EXCITON ENERGIES OF PAIRW1SE INTERACTION CALCULATED FOR CHROMOPHORES OF C-PHYCOCYAN1N
FROM A. QUADRUPLICATUM
Exciton energiescalculated from the relation V± = + Dt:/¢ R3, with orientation factors, g, and interchromophoredistances, R, taken
from Schirmer, et al. [17]. D, dipole strength and c, local dielectric constant.
f-Subunit

lfl155/lf184

( aft )3-Trimer

aft-Monomer

( a f )s-Hexamer

V±

V±

V±

(cm -I)

(cm - l )

(cm-*)

7.3

la84/lf184

5.3

lfl155/la84

1.9

l a84/2 f184
la84/3f184

56

V±
(cm-')
l aS4/ 4 a84

32.0

l~lSS/6/nSS

23.8

lag4/6fllS5
lf155/6a84

10.8

la84/6flM
lflgd/6a84

9.1

lp84/2p84
lf184/3f184

4.3

lf184/2a84
laM/3flM

2.1

la84/2fl155
lfllSS/3a84

2.0
]f184/6p84

4.7

l a84/2 a84
la84/3a84

l.g

lf184/Sf84

4.3
3.8

lfllss/2f184
lfls4/3f1155

1.1

]pg4/6p155
1#155/6fl84

lf184/4f184

3.1

lp84/2f1155
]p155/3~84

1.0
l#S4/SflS5

2.4

1~155/2~155
lflS5/3B155

1.o

la84/3f1155
lfl155/2ag4

0.4

t#lss/sfls4
la84/4f184

1.6

la84/6a84

1.6

la84/Sf184
lf18415a84

1.2

lp84/4~SS
l,Sl ss / 4,~s4

1.1

la84/5aM

1.0

laM/5fl155

1.0

lp84/4a84

lfl155/4a84

states resulting f r o m interactions a m o n g the full
set of chromophores. O u r approximation may,
fortuitously, be not so bad for the particular case
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of the arrangement of chromophores and values of Fbrster resonance transfer rate constants in ns- 1 for the most
important steps (k > 1 ns -1) in C-phycocyanin from ,,I. quadruplicatum, based on the revised structure of Schirmer et at. [17]. We
thank these authors for providing the coordinates in advance of publication. The diagrams for aft-monomer, (afl)3-trimer and
(afl)~-hexamer should be considered in a cumulative fashion; i.e., only the additional transfer steps not present in the simpler
complex(es)are shown for the aggregated forms. For transfers between dissimilar chromophores,the slower rate for uphill transfer is
given in parentheses after the faster ra~ for downhill transfer.
approximation by calculating some three-chromophore interactions using a formulation derived by
Ebrey et al. [20] making use of the C 3 symmetry of

like c h r o m o p h o r e s in the (a~)3-trimers. F o r the
three-chromophore coupling of the a84 c h r o m o phores, the energy of interaction was calculated to
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be less than I cm-1. Similar small values (under 1
cm -1) were obta-~ned for the sets of three ~84 or
three fl155 chromophores. The small interactions
among the a84 or 8155 chromophores result from
the relatively large distances of s~aration of the
chromophores frem one another, 6.9 and 7.0 rim,
respectively. For the 884 chromophores the smaller
distance (3.5 nm) is compensated by a smaller
transition dipole moment and by a relatively unfavorable orientation factor.
Discussion
In our initial efforts to calculate the path and
kinetics of excitation transfer and fluorescence
depolarization in PC we invoked the F~rster inductive resonance transfer mechanism and applied
it to the recently published crystallographic coorclinates for PC from M. larninosus [14] and, in
particular, from A. quadruplicatum [15]. Based on
the results of these calculations we concluded that
the FSrster mechanism was sufficient to account
for the excitation transfer rates expected and, furthermore, that there was rather good agreement
between the calculated excited state decay kinetics
and the available experimental data on fluorescence lifetimes and depolarization kinetics for
these pigment proteins.
Refmement of the X-ray crystallographic structure has resulted in changes in the reported positions and especially in the orientations of several
of the chromophores. The greatest consequences
result for the/384 chromophores, which are closest
to the space at the core of the ring-like structure
of the trimers. In the previous structure analyses,
electron density was poorly defined for the pyrrole
tings C and D that protrude into this inside space
(the rings that are farthest from the location of
covalent attachment to the protein at ring A). In
the new structures electron density is well defined
for each of the three types of chromophore, so
that tittle further change is expected in subsequent
refinements.
Few of the new interchromophore distances
differ by as much as 12~ from the previous values; however, because of the inverse sixth-power
dependence on distance, changes of even this small
magnitude can alter the calculated rate constants
using the F/Srster theory by a factor of nearly 2.
Nevertheless, the largest consequences occur be-

cause of re,Ased values of the chrom(~phore orientations, which result in altered ~2 (orientation
factor) values, in one case by a factor of 175. Not
every ca~;e where such large changes occur in Me
results in detectable changes in the excited-state
relaxation kinetics, however. Significantly, for the
chroiiIophor¢ pair in trimers already showing the
strongest interactions based on the previous structures, both the radius decrease and the ~¢2 increase
combine to make it extraordinarily rapid for the
new structures.
The pattern of excitation transfer within PC at
the different levels of aggregation may be followed
by reference to Fig. 1, where a model of the
chtomophore organization is developed in terms
of the most important excitation-transfer steps.

fl-Subunit
With only two chromophores per 8-subunlt
polypeptide, this is the simplest case where excitation transfer can be investigated in PC. Inspection
of the rate constants in Table I shows that there
has been an increase of about 20~ in the calculated transfer rates between the/3155 and the 884
chromophores. This results in an expected exponential decay component of about 20 ps for the
8-subunits of PC from either M. laminosus or A.
quadruplicatum. While this is appreciably shorter
than the experimental value of 190 ps reported by
Hefferle et al. [21], it should be noted that ~ s u b units exist as dimers in the isolated state (unpubfished results). In general, such increased aggregation would be expected to shorten rather than
lengthen the excited state relaxation times, unless
there is a major conformational change that affects the excitation transfer rates within each subunit.

a[~-Monomer
Excitation transfer between the a84 and /384
c~omophores is found (Table I) to increase nearly
400-fold for the new coor"dmates in comparison
with the previous ones. What was previously a
negligible excitation transfer path now constitutes
the dominant path of excitation exchange involving the a-84 chromophores. The previous calcnla~
tions indicated that energy flow from the a M to
the/384 chromophore would go principally by the
over-th~hill route through the ~155 chromophore.
That is no longer the ca~,e for the new chronm-
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phore coordinates, where the direct exchange between a84 and 1/84 is the more probable route.
Nevertheless, excitation transfer from ft155 to ft84
chromophores remains the fastest of all in the
aft-monomer. This is the dominant factor in determining the most rapid exponential relaxation
component of about 20 ps (Table III), which is
not much different from that calculated for the
isolated ft-subunit but somewhat shorter than the
experimental value of 47 ps reported for the aftmonomer by Holzwarth et al. [22]. A comparable
fast decay of about 57 ps based on ground-state
bleaching recovery studies at 590 nm on PC
monomers from 34. laminosus has been reposed
by Gillbro et al. [23]. The intermediate decay,
expected to be about 45 ps (Table III), is much
faster than that calculated previously (700 ps),
owing principally to the much faster direct transfer between the a84 and ft84 chromophores. Because these two calculated lifetimes are rather
close to one another, this may present problems in
resolving them experimentally. It could account
for the experimental observation of only a single,
but wavelength-dependent, exponential fluorescence decay component in this time region [23,24]
and with a value intermediate between the calculated ones. The transient absorption studies [23]
also show an increase in lifetime of the fastest
decay to 178 ps at longer wavelength (635-640
nm), which is, however, much slower than the
values calculated here or observed by fluorescence
relaxation. Better wavelength-resolved kinetic
measurements of excited-state relaxations of the
aft-monomer preparations would certainly be of
value in addressing these issues.
Inspection of the results in Table IV shows that
none of the chromophores is expected to be cow
ple~l by ~Jl exciton energy of greater than about 5
c m - 1 for the aft-monomer or the ft-subunit. Because this is small compared with the bandwidth
of the major electronic transitions in phycobiliproteins, little contribution is expected from
exciton interaction within these unaggregated
species and no spectroscopic splittings should be
detectable experimentally.

(aft ) 3-Trimer
Analysis of the crystal structure of PC shows
that the (aft)3-trimer units consist of a ring of

aft-monomers in head-to-tail contact, with a C3
rotation axis passing through the center and perpendicular to the ring. This arrangement brings
the a84 chromophore of one monomer unit into
close proximity (2.1 nm) with the fl84 chromophore of the neighboridg monomer. Despite the
fact that these are the chromophores that are
nearest to one another in the (aft)3-trimer, the
previous analyses indicated the likelihood of an
unfavorable orientation, which resulted in a transfer rate only about twice as large as that between
the ft155 and ft84 chromophores within each
monomer unit. The new coordinates show that
this orientation factor is, in fact, quite favorable.
Together with a somewhat shorter cemei'-to-center
distance, this results in an increase of more than
25-fold in the calculated excitation transfer rates
between the a84 and 1184 chromophores of adjacent monomer units within the (aft)3-trimer. While
this was marginally the fastest transfer step resulting from the previous calculations, the new results
indicate that it should be overwhelmingly dominant. What was previously the second-fastest
transfer process, direct transfer among the three
//84 chromophores of the (aft)3-trimer, is acmaiiy
decreased significantly in the new results. The
dominance of transfer between the adjacent a84
and ft84 chromophores remains true also in the
(aft)~-hexamer, as can be seen from the rate constants presented in Table I.
Analysis of the excited state relaxation kinetics
as a sum of exponentials based on the Ftkster
transfer mechanism indicates that the fastest component for the (afl)3-tr~er should have a time
constant less than 1 ps. This is much faster than
the reported experimental values of 20 to 36 ps
from fluorescence relaxation [22,25] or the values
of 21 to 48 ps from absorption transient measurements [23,26,27]. In fact, the calculated fast relaxation times are at [26] or beyond [24] the expected limits of time resolution for the experimental results reported to date [24,26].
The short interchromophore distances and
favorable orientation factors which result in short
transfer times calc~ated on the basis of the F~rster
mechanism will also produce large values for the
exciton interaction energies. As is seen in Table
IV, a value of 56 cm -1 is calculated for the
strongest a84 to ft84 interaction in the (aft)3-tri-
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basis of spectral deconvulution can each be associated with an individual chromopho~ In the (aB)3-trimer (riOt side) stronger
interaction (50-100 cm -I) between the a84 and +884chromophores of adjacent 'monomer" components results in a largely pairwise
delocalization of the excitation between the two chromophores. Two exciton states result from this interaction. (The wavelength
values given for the trimer result from an improved deconvohition of the spectra. They are slightly different from those of the
monomer, which wer~ pre~ionsly assumed to apply also to the ~hr~"r [16].) Because the chromophon~ u'ansifiou moment'directions
for each of the 2~84-1a84, 3Dgd-2a84 and 1/384-3a84 pairs fie nearly paralleled to one another and in line, the lower exciton state
should have the greater absorption intensity and be polarized along the line of centers of the chromophores. 3"he upper exciton state
should show weaker absorption and be oriented perpendicular to the f'trst. The low-energy transition moment direction should be
more pel]pendicularthan parallel to the C3 symmetry axis, but the higher energy transition should have a relatively large component
along the C3 axis. This model is based on ideas developed by MacColl et al. [8! to interpret the spectra of allophyencyanin.

mer. The spectroscopic splitting (2V± -- 112 c m - 1 )
expected f r o m this interaction is comparable with
the separation (160 c m -~) between the 'resolved'
absorption b a n d c o m p o n e n t s assigned to the a84
a n d / ~ 8 4 ehromophores. Thus, we may expect the
exciton interaction to result in collective excited
states involving these two chromophores. This is
illustrated in an energy level diagram modeled for
P C in Fig. 2, where the excited states are considered to be delocafized over the adjacent a84 and
/384 chromophores in the trimers (and hexamers).
Assuming that the exciton coupling is limited to
pairwise interaction, which appears to b e a r e a l s -

tic model, this will result in two electronic excited
states with energies E ± V± for each a84/~84
pair. The lower o f these two energy levels will
result in emission o r energy transfer to other chromophores. Relaxation from the u p p e r to the lower
state should b e fast - p r o b a b l y in the picosecond
time d o m a i n - b u t this remains to b e explored
experimentally. A possible interpretation o f fluot e r e n c e kinetics in terms o f this exciton model
will b e considered presently.
The rate-limiting steps in excited state relaxation for the ( a p ) 3 - t r i m e r t h e n become those involved in excitation transfer from the/3155 chro-
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mophore. Although the rate constants presented
in Tables I and II indicate that the transfer between the fl155 and the 1884 chromophore within
the same/1-subunit is still the dominant path of
excitation loss from fl155 in the (aiS)3-trimer,
these numbers are no longer appropriate to the
model involving exciton coupling between a84
and fl84 chromophores. Nevertheless, in the pure
resonance-transfer (FSrster) model, the exponential decay component with the 20 ps lifetime reflects primarily this loss of excitation from the
/7155 chromophore. It is interesting that in the
recent report from Holzwarth et al. [22], where the
decay components of PC fluorescence are wavelength resolved, the 35 ps decay component for
the (a~)3-trimer emission does appear to result
from excitation transfer from the shortest wavelength absorbing chromophore, presumably/]155.
A similar conclusion was reached based on the
wavelength dependence of the absorption transient studies [23]. The wavelength dependence of
the longer ~¢etirae (120 and 600 ps) components
cannot be interpreted meaningfully using either
the pure F6rster or the combined FSrster/exciton
models presented here. The F6rster model results
in no additional decay shorter than the 1500 ps
component that results from the intrinsic fluorescence decay of an isolated PC chromophore;
presumably this latter is the fourth component
reported from the analysis of the experimental
fluorescence relaxation (1320 ps) or the slowest of
the absorption transients (1200 ps). For the combined FSrster/exciton model this slow decay will
occur predominantly from the lowest energy exciton states with kinetics that cannot be calculated
adequately based on the information currently
available.
An alternative model for excited state relaxation involving a84/~84 pairwise exciton interaction needs to be considered. Although the excitation is distributed among the exciton-coupled
chromophores immediately upon absorption of a
photon and the process is therefore too fast to
resolve experimentally, the relaxation from the
upper exciton state to the lower state may not be
so rapid. If this relaxation were to occur in the
region of 10-30 ps, then it would give the appearance of s to f transfer - in the sense that
excitation into a shorter wavelength absorption

band would result in stimulation of fluorescence
from a lower energy state and with a short onset
time or induction for the latter. In the exciton
model, the excitation in each exciton state is not
'localized' on either of these chromophores, as is
explicitly the case for the s-to-f transfer model,
however. The rate of relaxation from the upper to
the lower exciton states is not readily amenable to
~aleulation. Although the two states are orthogonal to one another, they would be expected
to mix by vibrational coupling, probably involving
significant interactions with phonons associated
with the matrix protein. There are, in principle,
experimental ways of approaching this question.
The exciton model makes the clear prediction that
the two exciton states are perpendicular to one
another. In the s-to-f model, the s chromophore
(a84) is more nearly parallel than perpendicular to
the f chromophore (fl84). Perhaps analysis of the
wavelength dependence of time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy will permit this distinction to
be made; however, the three-fold symmetry of the
(a~)3-trimers or (a/t)6-hexamers decreases the
magnitude of the polarization anisotropy and
complicates the analysis. Time-resolved anisotropy
relaxation measurements extrap31ated back to zero
time indicate an initial state that has the maximum polarization expected for isolated chromophores, or for an exciton-split pair where one of
the states dominates in the absorption spectrum
[23]. By contrast, similar measurements on allophycocyanin show a significantly decreased initial polarization, which was interpreted in terms of
exciton splitting for that structurally related molecule. Linear dichroism of oriented phycobiliproteins provides an alternative experimental approach. Results on oriented PC from Nostoc by
Juszczac et al. [28] indicated the presence of three
resolved transitions in (a/l)n-dodecamers of PC,
such that the one at intermediate wavelength is
polarized oppositely to that at long wavelength.
This is L~ better agreement with the exciton model
than w i n the s-to-f model; in the latter case the
transitions for both the a84 and /184 chromophores lie more in the plane perpendicular to the
C 3 axis t~an along the axis, at least for PC from
M. laminosus or A. quadruplicatum. It is encouraging that the LD spectra of Juszczac et al. show
that the polarization of the short wavelength ab-
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sorption band, presumably associated with the
/3155 chromophores, is opposite to that of the long
wavelength band in PC from Nostoc. The recent
linear dichroism study of Sclfirmer and Vincent
[29] on PC crystals from M. laminoszts support
these results. They find a dichroic ratio of 0.2 for
the long wavelength absorption, of 1.2 around 605
um and between 1.0 and 1.2 below 600 um for
absorption along (relative to perpendicular to) the
crystallographic c-axis (C 3 symmetry axis).

(a[3)6-Hexamer
The PC from A. quadruplicatum crystallizes as
a hexameric molecule, which consists of two trimers face-to-face with C 2 symmetry axes in the
plane perpendicular to the C3 axis. Calculations
using the pure Ft~rster model and the new coordinates for A. quadruplicatum PC indicate very rapid
transfer between a84 cixromophores (2.5 ps) and
between //'155 chromophores (5.4 ps) of the two
constituent trimers. These exchanges have no effect on the wavelength resolved decay kinetics
because they invoice excitation transfer between
two chromophores of the same spectroscopic class;
they should be detectable in studi~ of tlm~
resolved depolarization, however. The dominant
heterochromophoric transfer remains the one between the adjacent a M and fl84 chromophores
within each trimer. As a consequence the fastest
exponential decay component calculated (Table
llI) shows tittle difference between the (afl)3-trimet and the (a/~)¢hexamer. There should be,
however, an increase in the rate of excitation
transfer away from the fl155 chromophores in the
(a/3)6-hexamer. For a given fl155 chromophore
there is a new path to an a M chromophore in the
opposite trimer for which the rate constant is
about twice as fast as the step from the fl155 to
the fl84 chromophore of the same fl-subunit. As a
consequence, the lifetime of the intermediate fluorescence decay component is decreased from 22 ps
in the (a/])3-trimer to 7.5 ps in the (a~8)¢hexamer.
The wavelength-resolved fluorescence decay analysis of Holzwarth et al. [22] associated excitation
transfer from the shortest wavelength absorbing
chromophore (~155) with a component with a 10
ps lifetime in the (a/~)¢hexamer of PC from Synechococcus 6301. Assuming an arrangement of
chromophores similar to that in A. quadruplica-

turn, this would support the above interpretation.
As with the trimer, however, we cannot properly
interpret intermediate decay components observed
from the (a/~)¢hexamer.
Calculations of interaction energies between trimers using the alternative exciton model (Table
IV) for the (a/~)6-hexamer indicate several that
may be detectable, although all are small compared with the comlY-'~nentabsorp~on ba.~.~dth~
(FWHM 850 cm -1) and none is as large as the
a84//~84 interaction already present in the trimers. To explore these contributions further we
need a better theoretical understanding of the
transitional region where the exciton interactions
begin to become prominent in the excitation delocalization process [9].
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